ES-DOC Weekly Telco

*(caution: this pad may be reset after the meeting)*

25 January 2017

**previous minutes:**

**present:**
- Allyn
- Charlotte
- Chris
- David
- Eric
- Hans
- Mark E.
- Mark G.
- Martina

**minutes:**
- status reports:
  - Chris
    - currently setting AMIP DECK (to be run mid-to-late Fev.)
    - ES-DOC testing (incl. cdf2cim, model doc via notebook & short table) will follow mid-March
    - tested new line by line iPython notebook
  - Allyn
    - can cope w/ component hierarchies (ie: processes) in CIM2
    - now working on "categories" (ie: detail-sets should show up as tabs in the Q)
    - **TODO:** a full end-to-end demo of Sealce Documents is highest priority
  - David
    - model forcings Table 12.1 implementation
      - positive review by Tim John and Mark E
      - needs clarification from Charlotte and Mark E on which conformance
      - QC should include checking that top level forcings are coherent with conformance declaration
    - **TODO:** ask WGCM if Table 12.1 is enough for CMIP6 (draft email and send it with Eric)
      - new file model_forcing.py to be added in model.py rather than imbeded in model_key_properties.py
      - nil and cardinality clarification
      - has a proper CMIP6 data file for testing cdf2cim
  - Charlotte
  - Mark E.
  - Mark G.
    - project to deploy jupiter server for notebook testing
    - finalising organisation of coding sprint next week
    - **TODO:** MG to email reply to EG (to forward on to Bryan & other PIs)
  - Eric
    - integrating last comments on WIP white paper
    - **TODO:** send to WIP

- **TODO:** ALL to help come up w/ Realm Officers for other realms (can be done at coding sprint)
next coding sprint plans:
  ○ agenda, logistics, etc. have been sent out
    ▪ Eric not there Thursday
    ▪ Allyn not there all of Monday
  ○ goals:
    ▪ end-to-end walkthrough for all (?) document types
    ▪ plan word press site upgrade
    ▪ outreach: finalize white paper, etc.
    ▪ additional session about security (w/ Sebastien)
    ▪ finish w/ a clear understanding of where ES-DOC is relative to a precise timeline (through to at least March)
    ▪ define beta testing process for new groups

White Paper
[https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vsqeEDutNcZN4pHK534MANkF5sKXcmjPAEfADdJNeF0/edit]

CIM Changes
  ○ ticket closed [ES_DOC/esdoc_cim_v2_schema#2]
  ○ TODO: MG to email reply to EG (to forward on to Bryan & other PIs)

next meeting: